Three-dimensional code DYN3D is widely used for the calculation of steady states and transients in light water reactors with hexagonal fuel assemblies like VVER. The capability of pin-by-pin power calculation is implemented in the code through an intranodal power reconstruction approach. The calculations of pin power distribution using DYN3D were performed for AER MIDICORE benchmark for the validation of given extension and developed cross-section library. MIDICORE VVER-1000 core periphery power distribution benchmark was proposed on the 20th Symposium of AER. It is a 2D calculation benchmark based on the VVER-1000 core cold state geometry taking into account the geometry of explicit radial reflector. The main issue of MIDICORE benchmark is to provide the reference solution for the validation of pin-by-pin power distribution at the VVER-1000 core periphery calculated by few-group diffusion codes.
T he MIDICORE calculation benchmark was presented on the 20th Symposium of AER by Mr. P. Mikolas [1] . It is based on the calculation of restricted part of the VVER-1000 core in cold state. Proposed benchmark consists of fresh fuel assemblies surrounded by real VVER-1000 radial reflector. The core segment with the fuel assembly (FA) types and radial reflector is presented in Fig. 1 . The reflection boundary conditions are used on the azimuthal surfaces numbered as 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 , and the total absorption boundary condition (leakage to the vacuum) is used on the cylindrical outer boundary numbered as 3. The reflection boundary conditions are used in axial directions. MCNP-4C Monte Carlo computer code and ENDF/B6 cross-section library were used to obtain benchmark solution.
The main issue of MIDICORE benchmark is to provide the reference solution for validation of pin-by-pin power distribution at the VVER-1000 reactor core periphery calculated by few-group diffusion codes. The MIDICORE benchmark objectives are:
• Keff calculation;
• Assembly-wise power distribution;
• Pin-by-pin power distribution in FA No. 6 (A200), FA No. 7 (P36E9), FA No. 9 (P40E9). FA numbering is presented in Fig.1 .
Detailed description of a 2D mathematical benchmark of MIDICORE is presented in [1] . Fuel types P36E9 and P40E9 contain 9 Gd-fuel pins.
Results of calculations
In accordance with MIDICORE benchmark description, input file for DYN3D calculation was developed. DYN3D is three-dimensional computer code for reactor core calculation in hexagonal geometry [2] . It solves two-group diffusion equations by nodal method. To find neutron flux distribution inside the nodes, two different approximations are used in DYN3D [3] . The first one is HEXNEM1 method in which the nodes are coupled only by the averaged fluxes and currents at the hexagon sides. In the second approximation, side-averaged and cornerpoint values of fluxes and currents are used for the coupling of nodes for flux definition (HEXNEM2). In that way, HEXNEM2 method additionally includes the corner points in comparison with HEXNEM1 method and uses functions that are more exponential in the flux expansion. The main difference of the HEXNEM3 method is the additional use of tangentially weighted exponential functions and the coupling of neighboring nodes by tangentially weighted fluxes and currents on node surfaces [4] . Hence, one should expect that HEXNEM3 is more accurate method than HEXNEM1 and HEXNEM2.
Two-group diffusion cross-section sets for MIDICORE fuel assemblies are generated by HELIOS code. They are approximated by polynomial dependencies, which are conventionally used in DYN3D calculation of VVER reactor cores. Assembly discontinuity factors (ADF) for fuel assemblies and reference discontinuity factors (RDF) for reflector are used in DYN3D calculations [5] . To model MIDICORE reflector, two-group diffusion crosssection sets and RDF values were used for real geometry of VVER-1000 reflector. These sets were obtained by P. Petkov using HELIOS and MARIKO codes.
DYN3D does not allow modeling reflection boundary conditions in 60º symmetry of reactor core (only rotational symmetry is possible). Full-scale reactor core in 360º symmetry for MIDICORE benchmark is used in DYN3D as presented in Fig.2 to model reflection boundary conditions on surfaces 1 and 2 ( Fig.1 ). At the outer boundary of reflector, the vacuum boundary conditions are put. The reflection boundary conditions are used in axial direction. Table 1 presents results of effective multiplication factor calculation obtained by DYN3D and compared with benchmark solution. HEXNEM1 and HEXNEM2 methods underestimate Keff, and values of underesti mation are 520 pcm for HEXNEM1 and 640 pcm for HEXNEM2. Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.5 provide relative assembly-wise power distribution and their deviations from reference solution for the MIDICORE benchmark calculated by DYN3D using HEXNEM1, HEXNEM2 and HEXNEM3 methods. These figures show that HEXNEM1 method yields more accurate results for fuel assembly power than HEXNEM2 and HEXNEM3. Mean square deviations of fuel assembly power distribution for HEXNEM1, HEXNEM2 and HEXNEM3 methods are 0.5 %, 1.6 % and 0.7 %, respectively. Table 2) present that HEXNEM2 method yields more accurate pin power for non-periphery fuel assembly (A200). For periphery fuel assemblies (P36E9 and P40E9) HEXNEM1 and HEXNEM3 yield more accurate result. Table 4 presents that HEXNEM2 predicts maximum value of pin power more accurate than HEXNEM1 and HEXNEM3 method. Fig.10 and Fig.11 present that maximal deviation in pin power distribution with use of HEXNEM2 method (≈6%) is observed in the area of fuel assembly close to the radial reflector (assemblies P36E9 and P40E9). For power reconstruction with use of HEXNEM3 method, the pin power at peripheral rows is more accurate and amounts up to 1.6 % ( Fig.13 and Fig.14) . 
Conclusions
1. HEX NEM1/HEX NEM2/HEX NEM3 methods implemented in DYN3D code predict the calculation of effective multiplication factor for MIDICORE benchmark with the accuracy 520/640/580 pcm, respectively.
2. HEX NEM1/HEX NEM2/HEX NEM3 methods yield mean square deviation from benchmark solution for assembly-wise power distribution 0.56 % / 1.36 % / 0.67 %, respectively.
3. HEXNEM2 method yields more accurate calculation of pin-by-pin power distribution for non-periphery fuel assembly (A200) in comparison with HEXNEM1 method. 4. For periphery fuel assemblies (P36E9 and P40E9), more great deviations of pin-by-pin power calculation are observed compared with non-periphery fuel assembly. Maximal deviation in pin power distribution is observed in the area of fuel assembly close to the radial reflector. 
Валідація потвельних розрахунків програмою DYN3D на даних бенчмарку MIDICORE

